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Abstract—To combat the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, many
new ways have been proposed on how to automate the process of
finding infected people, also called contact tracing. A special focus
was put on preserving the privacy of users. In this survey we
define multiple classes of automated contact tracing techniques
which most of the approaches fall into. We identify two major
groups: systems that rely on a server for finding new infections
and systems that distribute this process. They are systematically
classified regarding security and privacy criteria.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of the year 2020 COVID-19 has turned
into a global pandemic challenging both health care systems
as well as democratic institutions [1]–[4]. To mitigate its
spreading, social and economic life was shut down in affected
areas [5]. Tools often used in the past for containing diseases
have proved to be not effective enough to deal with this
quickly spreading, highly infectious and deadly virus [6],
[7]. Therefore, new methods are developed to mitigate the
pandemic such as to automate manual contact tracing done
by health authorities to speed up the process of discovering
new infections. Early systems implemented by Singapore,
South Korea, or Israel either used more data than necessary
to fulfill the task or revealed to much information to the
public [1], [4], [8]. In many countries, nationwide adoption of
automatic contact tracing systems (ACT) applications cannot
be enforced by the state [9]–[12]. To ensure great effectiveness
it is therefore essential that citizens trust the system enough
to participate voluntarily. System designs that send detailed
location or contact histories to a government-run central party
without any privacy protection might look more effective in
the beginning. But societies will require transparent processes
and data protection in exchange for their participation in the
system.

Many privacy-preserving ACT systems have been proposed,
but the threats to mitigate are manifold. To compare the dif-
ferent currently discussed approaches we first need to provide
background knowledge and introduce privacy definitions to
assess and classify the different types of models.

The goal of this survey it to provide a general overview
of different types of approaches for ACT by identifying
two larger groups and several subgroups. We will discuss
shortcomings of each subgroup and discuss problems common
to all contact tracing systems based on Bluetooth Low Energy.
In the next section, contact tracing and attacker models are

introduced, as well as definitions that are used throughout the
paper. In Section III, ACT systems are discussed an essential
part of of the process, the risk evaluation, is run by a central
server. Section IV discusses approaches where risk assessment
is done on clients thereby decentralizing trust and computation.
Servers are mostly used for relaying in these approaches. The
last section deals with common security issues and threats
of ACT systems. Table I provides a compact overview of all
discussed approaches.

II. CONTACT TRACING

A. Common Contact Tracing

Finding new cases by figuring out who had been in contact
with a diagnosed patient has been used in the past for
various diseases like HIV, SARS or Ebola [13], [14]. Both
in theory and in practice it has proven to be a useful tool
for containing epidemics. Stochastic modeling was used in
[13]–[15] to evaluate the efficiency of contact tracing. An
important result was that the rate at which new infections
are discovered cannot be considerably lower than the rate
at which the infection spreads [13]. A direct requirement for
contact tracing following this finding is that possible contacts
are notified as fast as possible so they do not infect others.
Manual contact tracing is especially hard for airborne diseases
like SARS, MERS or COVID-19 [13]. This is due to the fact
that random encounters are difficult to notify: the diagnosed
person can then oftentimes not provide contact information.

B. Automated Contact Tracing

To ensure faster notification and to be able to notify random
encounters it has become desirable to improve existing manual
systems with modern technology in order to stop the COVID-
19 pandemic [6]. In many countries smartphone apps are
discussed for this purpose. These shall inform users of past
risky encounters with people that were later diagnosed to
ensure fast testing and quarantine.

Early research into the direction of automated disease
transmission tracking was done by the FluPhone project [16].
The goal was to better understand and predict the influenza
epidemic and how people alter their social behaviour in
response. As part of the project a field trial was conducted [17],
in which participants downloaded an app onto their phone that
checked for other devices in the proximity using Bluetooth.
For detecting phones close by, the FluPhone project built upon
Haggle [18], a design for ad-hoc networks using Bluetooth.



Information about encounters of devices was sent to a central
server using mobile data. GPS measurements were used to
improve results. Participants were asked to report symptoms
using the app to determine if these indicated an influenza. The
system also had the capability of marking devices as infected
which could subsequently contaminate other users’ devices
they encountered based on probability calculations.

The first country to roll out a full ACT application for
COVID-19 was Singapore with TraceTogether [19], [20]. Here,
the app serves as support tool for the local health author-
ity by speeding up their workflow. Users continuously send
out pseudonyms using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). These
beacons can be received and recorded by other users. If a
person is diagnosed, the beacons they have seen in the past are
used to identify their random encounters. Most ACT systems
also follow this BLE approach. The main difference between
various approaches to ACT lies in the way how risk assessment
is conducted and which parties hold relevant data.

C. Sensors

During the last years, Bluetooth has emerged as a useful
technology for measuring the proximity between devices. First
approaches to positioning and proximity detection using Blue-
tooth (especially indoors) were presented by [21]–[25]. These
works use the receiver signal strength indicator (RSSI) to
measure distance between receiver and transmitter and thereby
derive a location. Raghavan et al. [26] were able to show that
Bluetooth version 2.0 can be used for localization with an
error of less than 45cm. Liu et al. [27], [28] demonstrated that
Bluetooth is efficient for detecting face-to-face interactions by
giving an model for estimating distance using RSSI readings.

Bluetooth specification 4.0 introduced Bluetooth Low En-
ergy (BLE), an energy-efficient, short-range variant of standard
Bluetooth [29]. In 2020, both Bluetooth and BLE have a high
adoption rate, as 100% of new smartphones in 2020 support
both standards [30]. Due to its battery saving properties BLE
was adapted for positioning and proximity detection [31]–[34].
Bertuletti et al. [35] were able to reduce the error of BLE
measurements to less than 40cm. A major issue with using
BLE for proximity detection and contact tracing is the large
range in transmission power of different types of smartphones.
RSSI readings therefore have to be calibrated to the respective
devices [20].

Since using active sensors can open attack vectors passive
sensors instead like GPS [36], [37], Wifi [38], or Magne-
tometer readings [39], [40] can be used instead. Cell tower
triangulation [4] is also an option for determining a person’s
location. In addition to Bluetooth, the Fluphone project tested
RFID tags [16]. GPS data is generally seen as very sensitive,
as it can reveal identifying information about a person like
their home and work address. At the same time, its resolution
is not fine grained enough to detect face-to-face interactions
between people, especially in areas with tall buildings [41].
GPS also does not works reliably inside buildings. COVID-
19 is an airborne disease, so while being in the same room
as an infected person without protection is dangerous, sitting

on the other side of a wall is not. These kind of false
positive errors are difficult to mitigate when using GPS or cell
tower triangulation. Wifi and Bluetooth/BLE are blocked by
objects although the type of material plays a role [42]. While
Wifi has been widely used for indoor positioning [42], just
like cell tower triangulation it requires an infrastructure that
might not be available everywhere especially outdoors or in
remote locations. Correlating magnetometer reading of users
is passive and requires little energy while working indoors and
outdoors. However, it only detects co-location at the moment
and not the proximity between people. Two people might have
recorded similar magnetometer reading at the same time. This
means they were most likely at the same location but does
provide any information about their distance to one another.
There has been little research in this area.

D. Definitions

To ensure common understanding, we introduce the follow-
ing definitions.

1) Automated Contact Tracing (ACT) System: An ACT
system consists of an app that can be installed on the
users’ mobile devices and a backend, typically a server.
To function properly it is generally assumed that the
local health authority operating the system.

2) User: Users of an ACT system are people that down-
loaded the app and have it activated.

3) Infected people: People are considered infected, if their
infection has been medically verified and reported. ACT
systems can only consider infected people that have been
using the respective system before they fell ill.

4) Encounter: When two users Alice and Bob are in
proximity of one another, this is called an encounter.

5) Contact: If Alice is diagnosed as infected after an
encounter with Bob, then Bob is called a contact of
Alice.

6) At Risk: Users are considered at risk if they have had en-
counters with infected people. This does not necessarily
mean that they are infected.

7) Risk Scores: Risk scores are calculated depending of the
exposure of a user at risk. If the score exceeds a certain
threshold, the user is notified.

8) Pseudonym: BLE-based approaches advertise some kind
of ephemeral or static ID. When the user is alone in
an area, their ID can be easily matched to their real
identity by an attacker. Therefore such an ID is called a
pseudonym in this work.

E. Attacker Models and Types

When evaluating the security of a system, it is important
to define the type of adversaries against which the system
is secured. Attackers are generally distinguished into two
types. Semi-honest, sometimes also called honest-but-curious,
attackers follow the protocol but will try to learn as much
information as possible. A malicious attacker has the addi-
tional capability to forge or replay traffic. The attacker can be
computationally bounded or unbounded. It is also important



to differentiate if an attack can only be conducted actively
by communicating with the system or passively, and therefore
with minimal interaction. Active attacks, such as trying out
all possible inputs, are more resource intensive and easier to
detect.

In ACT systems there exist several parties with different
prior knowledge and capabilities:

1) Health authority (HA): The public institution tasked with
containing the spread of the disease. It may have an
interest in learning as much about users and infected
people as possible, for instance their relations to each
other or where they have been in the past. Since in-
fections with SARS-CoV-2, the virus causing COVID-
19, have to be reported in many countries [43], [44],
it can be assumed that the HA possesses considerable
amounts of information about infected users. In some
legislations it is even a crime to not support the HA
during contact tracing [44]. The HA does not have
an interest in blocking contact tracing or stopping risk
notifications to users.

2) Users: Users want to determine their health status. They
might also have an interest in figuring out which of
their social contacts is infected or who infected them. A
type of user called Curious Stalker or Paparazzi stalks a
target in order to find out if this person is infected. The
stalker can follow her victim and observe if his habits
change.

3) Infected people: Infected people participate in most
systems through having been reported to the HA by
their doctor. They have an interest to not reveal too much
sensitive information about themselves to the public and
the HA, because they fear public humiliation [45] or
other forms of social outcasting.

4) Service operator: The ACT service and its infrastructure
can be run by the HA or by a third party such as
an contractor. Servers and cloud storage fall into this
category. A service operator can try to learn general
information about users and infected people as well as
their health status by observing and manipulating data
passing its system.

5) Network operators: Network operators can have similar
goals as service operators, but are only capable of
observing and manipulating data that is sent through the
network.

III. SERVER-SIDE RISK ASSESSMENT

Numerous ways exist on how the infection risk of users in
ACT systems can be calculated. From a structural perspective,
risk scores can be either determined on the server or on the
client. Both approaches come with different security risks and
trust models. In this section, ACT systems using a central
server for risk assessment are discussed. Since infectious
diseases are subject to mandatory reports to the HA in many
countries, it is a natural candidate to run central infrastructure
for ACT. The systems discussed in this section mostly rely
on the HA to collect data from infected individuals. The

HA ensures that all collected data is legitimate. This is an
important step, as false claims of infection could cause fear
and chaos within affected communities.

A. Results revealed to Server

The first widely deployed ACT system has been devel-
oped for the government of Singapore [19], [20]. The app
is called TraceTogether, while the associated open source
project has the name Bluetrace. End devices of users run an
application which uses ephemeral BLE beacons to advertise
their presence. These pseudonymous beacons are generated
on the central server, so that the server knows at all times
which pseudonyms belong to each user. After some time a
new pseudonym is broadcasted to ensure that users cannot
be tracked by a third party other than the HA. The app
also continuously scans for nearby devices that advertise
themselves. If another device is registered, the announced
pseudonym of the other user is stored locally for a predefined
period of time. Depending on the disease, the retention period
can be different and is derived from epidemiological findings.
In case of COVID-19, pseudonyms are stored for two to
three weeks. As soon as a user Alice is diagnosed with the
disease, she uploads her history of observed pseudonyms to
a central server. The central server performs a lookup for all
collected pseudonyms to re-identify users and calculates their
individual risk scores. Risk scores can be influenced by factors
like the duration of the encounter, the signal strength of the
transmission indicating proximity, or the number of infected
users that reported a contact with the user-at-risk.

After determining the individual risk score, an assessment is
performed by the server. If a certain risk threshold is exceeded,
the server will notify users that are at risk. Following this
notification, affected users are requested to place themselves
under medical care or into immediate quarantine.

A very similar concept to TraceTogether can be found in the
framework of PePP-PT [46]. PePP-PT is a European initiative
that focuses on a centralized approach as well. Similar to
TraceTogether, the central server is operated by a country’s
health authority. Pseudonyms for BLE are generated by the
server and sent to user’s device which announces them over its
Bluetooth interface. These pseudonyms are encrypted values
of the users’ fixed ID. If an infected user Alice reports herself
to her country’s HA, she can transmit her list of collected
pseudonyms from the last 14 days to the corresponding server.
Each of Alice’s collected pseudonyms can be decrypted by the
server that issued it and the individual risk scores of the users
at risk can be calculated. Users at risk are then notified with
push notifications.

Two implementations of PePP-PT exist, PePP-PT NTK [47]
and ROBERT [48]. They only differ in minor details. For
instance, ROBERT uses 3DES as their symmetric encryption
algorithm instead of AES.

To facilitate cooperation between different states, both
TraceTogether and PePP-PT allow for cooperation between
different health authorities.



The described models are very similar in their operation
and have the same advantages and disadvantages. Using this
central approach, the identities of people who should quar-
antine is revealed to the HA and restrictions can be enforced.
Also no data is revealed to users other than the risk notification
received by affected users. When a risk notification is received,
a user can only guess that they might have been infected
by a someone from their history of encounters. But since
proximity measurements are made independently both parties
might record different distances. This criteria is therefore not
sufficient. Instead, the dangers of a such a centralized ACT
system lie elsewhere as information about the relations of
users leaks. In case a user is reported by several infected
patients as contact, the server can directly derive that these
people might know each other. It also learns about relations
between uninfected users as the HA can observe that some
users always appear at the same time in collected data sets.
Using additional information such as the time of an encounter
or other prior knowledge, the HA can find out specific details
about the nature of users’ relations. While these individual re-
lationships might seem insignificant, this attack vector allows
the adversary to build a social graph for parts of the user base.

A malicious HA could even install Bluetooth catchers in
popular areas like train stations and collect pseudonyms there.
This allows it to learn the location history of any user who
pass the catching device, as it knows who is using which
pseudonym at what time. Dependent on how tightly knit the
infrastructure of Bluetooth catchers is, the HA can follow
every movement of users.

Another issue arises from the way how ephemeral
pseudonyms are linked to static ones at the backend. For
example in PePP-PT, ephemeral pseudonyms are created by
encrypting a static identifier. The reference implementation of
Bluetrace works similarly. If the encryption key is leaked, all
identifiers issued with this key become linkable and recorded
traces can be deanoymized. It has been proposed to use
rotating keys to reduce this threat [49].

As explained in the introduction, it is essential that users’
trust the contact tracing system enough to participate vol-
untarily. Many people seem to be deterred by systems they
find too intrusive or incapacitating [50], such as one where
they are forced into quarantine instead of taking the decision
themselves. There is also the fear that centralized approaches
facilitate the creation of new surveillance infrastructure that
could, for example, be used to target minorities [2], [50], [51].
These two aspects have greatly influenced the public discus-
sion in some European countries causing governments to move
away from centralized approaches as described above [52].

B. Using Cryptographic Building Blocks

Some approaches to ACT allow risk assessment done on
the server or in collaboration with the server while reveal-
ing the risk score only to the affected users themselves.
These approaches leverage modern cryptographic tools such as
homomorphic encryption and secure multiparty computation
(MPC).

1) Homomorphic Encryption: Homomorphic
encryption(HE) [53] describes encryption schemes which
allow computation on already encrypted data. A homomorphic
function is defined as follows: Let f(x1, x2, . . . , xn) be a
function with n inputs. A function h is a homomorphic
encryption function of f if for an encryption function e(x)
and the corresponding decryption function d(x) it holds
that d(h(e(x1), e(x2), . . . , e(xn))) = f(x1, x2, . . . , xn). In
fully homomorphic schemes, encrypted data can be added
or multiplied as often as necessary to construct arithmetic
circuits. The decrypted result will be meaningful and reflect
the result of the operations conducted on the encrypted data.
Some homomorphic encryption schemes are limited in the
amount of operations on an encrypted set of data and utilize
a noise budget, where each operation subtracts the available
noise until the operations become unreliable when the budget
runs empty.

An early approach to privacy-preserving ACT is the
EPIC framework [38]. Here, users do not actively send out
pseudonyms but passively fingerprint their surrounding by
capturing both Bluetooth and WiFi beacons. Such location
fingerprints captured by infected users are uploaded to servers
belonging to the HA. Uninfected users send requests to the
server to determine how similar their location fingerprints are
to those measured by infected users for certain timestamps.
The request contains the public key of the user, an encryption
of the location fingerprint at timestamp te and te. The server
will use the provided public key to encrypt location finger-
prints with a close timestamp and then calculate a matching
score. The scores cannot be decrypted by the server. It will
send the result back to the uninfected user who can decrypt it
and derive their personal risk score.

Another approach using homomorphic encryption was pro-
posed by Bell et al. [54] as part of TraceSecure. This system
relies on a BLE-based exchange of pseudonyms. This scheme
reveals to the server who has interacted with whom but aims
to keep the health status private.

2) Secure Multiparty Computation: The field of secure
multi-party computation (MPC) [55, Chapter 22] deals with
creating protocols for joint computation on private, distributed
data. It studies mechanisms to allow a group of n independent
participants to collectively evaluate a function y1, . . . , yn =
f(x1, . . . , xn). Each participant holds a secret input, which
remains hidden to other parties but is used for computation.
The participants only learn their designated final result. Any
function f that is solvable in polynomial time can be rep-
resented as an MPC protocol [55, Chapter 22.2]. For ACT
generally only two parties are considered, a server and a client
trying to determine its risk status. One way of realizing arbi-
trary MPC protocol are Yao’s garbled circuits [55]. Running an
MPC protocol using this technique requires one side to create
a circuit from the function to be calculated and send it to the
other party. The other side evaluates the circuit. Evaluation
requires oblivious communication between both parties. The
smallest MPC building block are oblivious transfers (OT),
where one side offers two values and the other can select



on of these using an index without learning the input of their
counterpart.

One application in MPC is private set intersection (PSI).
The two participants each hold a set of elements and want
to calculate the intersection without revealing elements not
contained in the intersection. This type of protocols can easily
be mapped to the problem of privacy-preserving ACT.

Berke et al. [56] used Diffie-Hellman private set intersec-
tion. Instead of exchanging Bluetooth IDs, the authors use GPS
traces. Coordinates are truncated and rounded so that they are
represented by single dots on a three-dimensional grid (longi-
tude, latitude, and time). Since distance is an important factor
when transmitting the virus, for each truncated coordinate it is
also important to check whether the neighbouring grid points
are part of the intersection. To execute Diffie-Hellman PSI
on the set of grid points, both client and server first have to
create an asymmetric key pair. Each side encrypts their set with
their private key and sends it to the other. They then encrypt
the already encrypted set with their key, so now each set is
encrypted with both private keys. The server sends the set it
encrypted last also to the client, which then holds both sets.
The client calculates the intersection of these encrypted sets.
Due to the multiplicative property of asymmetric encryption,
it is not important which key was used first. This protocol can
be used to allow clients to learn the size of the intersection,
but also which of their elements appear on the servers by
letting the client query for elements individually. An approach
by Reichert et al., also for GPS data, works similarly. Instead
of using PSI, binary search on oblivious memory is used to
determine if an element appears in the server’s set of infected
users’ location data [37].

The protocol of Dimrag et al. [57] uses Bluetooth to
advertise a static ID. Th HA server holds all IDs of people
with verified infections. To figure out how many people the
have met in the last weeks that were infected, the users does
private set intersection following the protocol of De Cristofaro
et al. [58].

Epione proposed by Trieu et al. [59] also uses BLE to
exchange ephemeral pseudonyms. They use Diffie-Hellman
based PSI algorithm to determine the cardinality of the inter-
section. The algorithm is optimized for situations where the
client’s set is a lot smaller than the server’s set. This approach
also uses homomorphic encryption for some steps.

The approaches discussed in this section are cryptograph-
ically secure, meaning they leak no more than the minimal
functionality. All MPC protocols can be secured against
malicious attacks by accepting performance penalties [60].
Runtime and communication remain problematic in these
designs. Circuits can become very large and require many
gigabytes of data to be communicated. This is hardly feasible
on metered mobile data connections. Research on PSI does
exist that attempts to take load off the end devices [61]. Still,
DDoS against the central server does remain a problem. Also,
attack vectors based on data of infected individuals – such as
their estimates based on their location history or leakage of
the social graph based on published pseudonyms/IDs – remain

as challenges that need a solution before such an approach is
feasible in a real-world setup.

IV. CLIENT-SIDE RISK ASSESSMENT

A different type of approach is based on the idea, that the
risk status of a user should be calculated locally and not be
revealed to the HA, service providers, or network providers.
This often requires more resources on end devices. Several
decentralized models for ACT are discussed in this section.

A. Broadcast Models

DP-3T [62] is one large initiative using the broadcast ap-
proach. In DP-3T’s early so-called low-cost approach users use
an individual seed to derive a daily key. This daily key is then
used to deterministically calculate rotating BLE pseudonyms
called ephemeral IDs. When a user becomes infected, the daily
keys for the relevant time period are uploaded to a central
server and distributed to all users. The user application then lo-
cally derives the corresponding ephemeral IDs of the infected
user and checks in its history if there has been an encounter
with any of these. A major problem with this approach is
the fact, that an infected user’s identity becomes linkable over
the two weeks before the infection. To mitigate such attacks
by curious users or eavesdroppers, DP-3T developed a second
approach called the unlinkable design. Here, for each time slot
a new completely independent pseudonym is generated. When
a person becomes infected, the pseudonyms are uploaded to
a server which stores them in a global Cuckoo hash table.
Users will download the hash table regularly and check if any
of their past encounters causes a hash collision. To ensure that
the failure probability of the hashing process remains low, the
server creates a new, empty table after some time [63], [64].

Apple and Google, as the companies jointly dominating
of the market for smartphone operating systems, formed an
alliance to present a joint approach for ACT [65]. They
propose a technical specification for an API using the ideas
of DP-3. Differences between DP-3T and the Google/Apple
tracing scheme are mostly on an implementation level. While
DP-3T derives the daily key by hashing the key from the
day before, Google/Apple combine the initial tracing key with
the number of the day in a key derivation function. Another
difference is how ephemeral IDs are created. DP-3T derives
one value for a whole day by the feeding daily tracing key
first into a pseudo-random function like HMAC-SHA256 and
then using the result as the input for a stream cipher like
AES. Then the output is split into chunks of 16 bytes and
shuffled before usage. Google/Apple derive ephemeral BLE
IDs independently by feeding the daily tracing key and the
number of the current time interval into a pseudo-random
function. The result is 16 bytes long and is used immediately.
Concerning realisation of ACT, the two companies insist on
only providing an application for end devices but leave setting
up server infrastructure to HAs interested in cooperating.
Other examples for a similar scheme are CONTAIN [66],
PACT by Rivest et al. [67], PACT by Chen et al. [68] and
ConTra Corona [69]. The latter does not publish pseudonyms



of infected users but instead secret ephemeral IDs of contacts.
For each time slot a user has a public and a secret ID,
which are both communicated to the server. The server will
later lookup secret IDs by using the history of encounters of
infected individuals.

Covid-Watch [70] is a project supported by the University
of Stanford also working on a broadcast approach. Instead of
ephemeral pseudonyms, a new random number is generated
per contact event. Another difference to the two projects
mentioned above is that when a user is tested positively, they
will not only upload their own number used in the past but
also the BLE pseudonym of others. This information is then
broadcasted to all other users who then check locally if they
have a corresponding contact event stored locally.

Pinkas and Ronen proposed an elaborate key derivation
mechanism for ACT systems using a broadcast mecha-
nism [71].

Approaches using the broadcast model are able to hide the
fact that someone has been in contact with a person who
tested positively. This can be an important feature to gain
users’ trust, as they are able to review warnings for plausibility
and are free to decide for themselves when it is time to get
medical attention. Since the risk status is calculated locally
and all users receive the same data, service providers and
network providers cannot guess a persons health status by
eavesdropping. Broadcast models have the common weakness
of revealing the pseudonym and approximate time when the
contact occurred. Overly curious users could try to abuse
this information to deanoymize infected people. This also
simplifies attacks where a security camera is combined with a
Bluetooth catcher. Here, the captured data allows the attacker
to connected infected pseudonyms to faces. Another issue are
impersonation attacks. An infected user could upload different
pseudonyms than the ones they used themselves to make it
seem like someone else is actually infected.

B. Direct Messaging

Another way of doing risk assessment for ACT on client
devices are postbox systems instead of using broadcasts. The
approach was first described by Cho et al. [72]. Here, users
regularly create a new asymmetric key pair and use the public
key as ephemeral BLE pseudonym. The private key is stored
locally. When a person has contracted the disease, they use
the collected IDs of other users to notify them. To do so, they
places a message encrypted with the other user’s pseudonym
in the corresponding postbox. Users regularly check postboxes
belonging to their past advertised keys to see if a new message
has arrived. To ensure that the server cannot link real identities
with postboxes, the authors require requests to the server to be
sent trough a network of proxies. To mitigate deanonymization
by observing traffic it is also necessary to introduce cover
traffic. This means users not only send messages to others
when they become infected but also send messages stating
that they are still healthy. One issue not discussed in this
proposal is the aspect of authenticity. Users can try to cause
panic by sending “I am infected” messages to many people

without actually being at risk. A system proposed by Brack et
al. [73] is based upon the approach described above and solves
this authenticity problem. Here, blind signatures are used to
ensure that only sick users are able to warn others. When
a user is infected they blind their own past IDs for which
they need a signature and individually send them to the HA.
The HA signs the blinded message it receives and sends is
back. It does not learn the plaintext message value during this
process. The user can then unblind the returned values and
now holds valid signatures for their own IDs. This step has to
be additionally secured using, for example, permission keys
which an infected user requires to authenticate their health
status to the HA. Each permission key can only be used
for one blinded message to prevent linkability of signatures.
Permission keys could be issued by the local doctor when
test results are positive. At risk contacts are notified by the
infected user by placing an encrypted message in the postbox
corresponding to the contact’s advertised ID. The message is
encrypted to the contact’s ID (which are also public keys)
and contains the signed ID the infected user advertised at
the time of the encounter. The designated receiver collects
the encrypted message, decrypts it locally, and validates the
signature inside by using the HA public key. For giving users
access to their postboxes, a distributed hash table is used.
While this allows to completely remove the central server,
it creates new attack vectors that did not exist before, such as
Sybil attacks or adversaries trying to gain control over specific
mailboxes.

A system similar in concept to direct-messaging ACT
systems is Pronto-C2 [74]. Users derive a shared key from the
advertised pseudonyms that is only identifiable to someone
in possession of both pseudonyms. If someone is infected,
the generated key is published. Users regularly search for
keys on the server. The authors did not consider the need
of cover traffic, so while users do their risk scoring locally,
this system leaks information. The server learns possible keys
and eavesdroppers can figure out dependent on the response
if a querying person is infected. The authors propose to use a
blockchain for the server to ensure that no already published
data can be deleted.

The message-based ACT protocol of TraceSecure [54] take
up these ideas of Cho et al. Their protocol relies on mul-
tiple non-colluding parties; the HA, the government and for
some cases a messaging service. When joining the system,
users have to (anonymously) send their seed used to derive
ephemeral BLE IDs to the government. In return the user is
provided a static pseudonym which they can used to check
with the messaging service if new messages have arrived.
When a user is diagnosed as infected, they notify all past con-
tacts individually by having the HA relay encrypted messages
to the government. Since the government knows the seeds it
can derive which static pseudonyms need to be warned. It
places corresponding messages in the messaging service so
users can receive them. This system requires cover traffic on
the path from the government to the user. Since the HA holds
the seed for all users, she can derive users current advertised



BLE ID and use this information for tracking.
Deducing health status from traffic patterns is a big problem

for all postbox systems, therefore cover traffic is required.
But allowing arbitrary traffic makes mitigating spam difficult.
Attackers can try to congest a specific postbox so that the
corresponding user will not be able to receive valid messages
for this ID.

V. COMMON SECURITY ASPECTS

A. Bluetooth

Since Bluetooth/BLE is the base of most ACT systems,
we will discuss problems and attacks against this approach
in more detail.

1) Jamming: Companies or individuals wanting to stop
contact tracing on their premises can block the exchange of
pseudonyms by jamming the respective channels.

2) Storage and Power Drainage Attacks: Another simple
kind of attacks target the exhaustion of battery power and
storage of the end device by sending large amounts of BLE
beacons [75]. This might make the ACT system unappealing
to users hindering widespread adaption.

3) Linking Advertisements: By measuring the time between
the announcements of pseudonyms, it is possible for an
attacker to find out which successive pseudonyms belong to
the same person. It has been proposed to add jitter to the
intervals between announcements [69], [75]. When an end
device advertises itself, a MAC address is also part of the
transmission. This MAC address changes regularly. To ensure
that linking of different pseudonyms of the same person is not
feasible, it is important to change the MAC address at exactly
the same time when the pseudonym is rolled over to its suc-
cessor. This feature requires support by the operating system
and has been announced by Google and Apple [76]. Another
point when trying to mitigate linking attacks it to consider the
RSSI data. These proximity measurements allow an attacker
to determine if two successive pseudonyms originated from
the same approximate location. Gvili [75] proposes to have
senders vary the signal strength in a way that makes it difficult
to deduce the location of a user from only few samples.

4) Passive Eavesdroppers: A passive eavesdropper can
collect pseudonyms collected over BLE and use these later
to deanoymize users. An attacker needs enough financial
resources to install the required infrastructure in highly fre-
quented public places. Some infrastructure might already exist
due to digital billboards being equipped with BLE sensors.
This attack works especially well in decentralized systems
such as DP-3T, where used pseudonyms of infected individuals
are simply published. Users can also be deanonyminized by
linking their successive pseudonyms and deducing their daily
movements.

One mitigation measurement is beacon secret sharing as
proposed by the authors of DP-3T. Here, instead of advertising
the pseudonyms, only fragmented shares of pseudonyms are
broadcasted. The other side need to collect a certain number of
shares to deduce the sender’s actual pseudonym. It therefore
becomes difficult for a Bluetooth catcher to receive meaningful

pseudonyms from people who are simply passing by. Another
approach to stop a passive eavesdropper is to tie risk notifica-
tion to the requirement of both sides exchanging pseudonyms
and registering the encounter. This is especially enforced by
direct messaging approaches.

5) Active Eavesdroppers: An attacker might not be satisfied
with passively collecting IDs and instead equip each BLE
catcher with the targeted contact tracing app. This way, a
passing user will also collect an ID. Since public places
are usually crowded and most systems change pseudonyms
regularly, detection is unlikely. Even worse, if security cameras
are equipped with ACT applications, exchanged pseudonyms
can be linked to surveillance footage. This makes infected
individuals easily deanoymizable at a later point in time using
corresponding pictures. Again, secret sharing of beacons does
help against attacks on users who are at the location only for
a short period of time. The number of shares is an important
parameter to consider, as more shares means higher privacy,
but also might harm utility.

B. Impersonation Attacks

1) One Contact Attack: Assume an attacker wants to find
out if a person will later be infected. They could create a
new account just for an encounter with this user. If they later
receive a risk notification, the attacker knows that it was this
specific person who triggered it. One way to mitigate this
attack would be to make the creation of a new account difficult
for example by installing captchas or tying it to a phone
number. Another solution discussed by Gvili [75] is to ensure
that a user is always protected by k-anonymity. If less than k
distinct BLE advertisements are detectable, end devices create
cover traffic to make it look like more users are in the general
area. A passive observer will not be able to determine which
transmissions come from which users, especially if the signal
strength is varied.

2) Replay and Relay Attacks: Another problem of the BLE
approach is that of an attacker recording pseudonyms and
replaying them at a different location. The attacker can for
example collect data in a high-risk environment such as a hos-
pital and play it out in another location like a cafe frequented
by a certain target or demographic. To limit the impact of
replay attacks most approaches [62], [73] somehow encode
the epoch of the encounter in the transmitted pseudonym.
Centralized systems like TraceTogether can check when an
encounter was recorded and whether the recorded pseudonym
was actually in use at that time. Broadcast systems allows
the user themselves to check if they have a corresponding
encounter for this time slot. Direct messaging approaches can
encrypt the sender’s pseudonym at the epoch of the encounter
to allow the receiver to do a similar check. This requires
(loosely) synchronized clocks, but even deviations of several
minutes are acceptable. The situation is different when the
attacker replays the collected pseudonyms during the same
epoch in which they were collected. As mitigation against this
kind of attack [77] proposes to switch from passively exchang-
ing pseudonyms through broadcasts to an active protocol. It



TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF CONTACT TRACING APPROACHES. FOR ENTRIES MARKED WITH * IT WAS NOT DIFFERENTIATED BETWEEN BLE AND BLUETOOTH.
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has been warned that an active exchange of messages is more
insecure than one-way communication where users simply
send advertisements and listen to other advertisements. Using
an active exchange opens the door for new types of attacks
against the end device. Energy consumption also increases in
such a scenario. Some works [75], [78] propose to use coarse
(GPS) location data in the broadcast of the pseudonyms. This
allows the receiver to figure out it the sender is actually close.

C. Authentication and Verification

ACT systems require some kind of interface to the testing
infrastructure and to the users to distribute meaningful risk
notifications. Trolling and spam need to be prevented to ensure
the system is useful.

1) Authenticating Uploads: Ensuring that a user is indeed
infected while enforcing privacy is an important aspect. Simply
not controlling who is capable of uploading allows for trolling
and makes the system unreliable. Having infected individuals
simply upload all their data as done in centralized systems
leaks information about social interaction. Most ACT ap-
proaches use token systems that allow infected users to upload
their data to the server after having received confirmation from
a doctor. To prove to users that data was sent by infected
individuals some direct messaging approaches [73], [74] use
blind signatures. This way the health authority does not learn
the content to be singed, but users can fetch valid signatures.
This provides certainty for message receivers in these systems.
In this situation, a hacked malicious server (without access to
the HA’s private key) can only delete messages but not insert
new ones.

2) Verifying Encounters: Imagine a black market where
people offer money for marking a user as infected. Someone
who knows they are infected can alter the data they upload so
it looks like they have been in contact with the target. In BLE-
based ACT systems this can be stopped by having the client
check if they have recorded a corresponding contact event.
Liu et al. [79] take a different approach. When users have
an encounter of meaningful duration (e.g., 15 minutes) they
initiate an active exchange over Bluetooth to swap identifiers
and signatures. Later, zero-knowledge proofs are used to
demonstrate to the HA that an encounter actually occurred.

3) Incomplete Reports: Users want to have control over
what they report, so that no sensitive data is leaked. For this
purpose some systems provide the option for users to opt out
of uploading some or all data to the server. This leaves room
for extortion, as infected people could blackmail other users
for not being included in the infected person’s upload.

D. Metadata

1) IP Address Leakage: Many ACT systems rely on the
IP address not to be leaked when communicating with central
infrastructure. Users of a system where risk assessment is done
on the server might have an interest in not revealing their
identity directly to the server, although centralized systems like
PePP-PT might be able to deduce it based on other metadata.
In decentralized systems users might not want to reveal the fact

that they participate. Depending on the actual authentication
mechanisms, users might want to ensure that uploaded data
(like past pseudonyms) are not linkable to their identity by the
HA. The security assessment of decentralized systems gener-
ally relies on proxying to ensure that no single party learns
the real identities of sender and receiver. For this purpose
anonymisation networks like Tor [80] or mix networks [81]
can be used. If users use such a network when communicating
with the server, it will not learn their real IP addresses
(and thereby the identity) as they are hidden by a cascade
of proxies. While Tor-like anonymisation infrastructure is
vulnerable against timing attacks conducted by adversaries
capable of monitoring large parts of the network [82], mix
networks are hardened against this type of attacker, but are
slower at delivering messages.

2) Leakage trough Timing: Other metadata that might be
used to derive information is time. When uploading data that
should not be linked by the server, it is necessary to also induce
jitter.

E. False Positives and False Negatives

An issue often mentioned when discussing the applicability
of contact tracing are false positives and false negatives.

1) False Positives: A false positive in the case of contact
tracing is either an encounter that did not occur or the transmis-
sion of the virus was very unlikely in that situation. Reasons
for that can be manifold. To minimize the number of false
positives based on distance, one option is to lower transmission
power or improve the model for distance estimation, e. g.,
by having the sender provide information about its current
transmission power or by calibrating the sender. To ensure that
an encounter was actually relevant, it is important that only
those with a significant time span are taken into account. Some
contacts might have not been relevant as they occurred outside
when it was windy so the infectious aerosol was dispersed. End
devices can make use of all available sensors to heuristically
determine if an encounter took place indoors or outdoors.
When using GPS measurements, weather data can also be
taken into account when doing risk estimations. For systems
doing risk evaluation on the end device such extensions are
easily applicable without endangering the users’ privacy.

2) False Negatives: Risky encounters might not be detected
causing infected users to not be warned by the system.
Here, the solution would be to increase transmission power
while ensuring that other measures are in place to mitigate
false positives. The balance between both types of errors is
important.

F. Proving Risk

It has been suggested to ensure that user who have received
risk notifications have a right to be tested. This is especially
of interest in places where testing capacities are sparse. In
centralized systems such as TraceTogether it is more easy to
determine who is eligible for a test, as servers provide some
degree of verification. Infected users altering their history is
a risk to all systems known to the authors. For decentralized



systems it is not as simple. Even if a user receives a noti-
fication, they have to prove they actually had a contact and
are not simply forging encounters just to get tested. For direct
messaging apps relying on asymmetric key cryptography, the
possession of a private key corresponding to an at-risk public
key can be used as proof. To proof exposure Hashomer, which
falls in the group of broadcast approaches, derives one part of
the advertised pseudonyms from a verification key. This key
is later uploaded to the HA. Users that want to proof they are
at risk can present the corresponding collected ephemeral IDs.
Using the verification key, the HA can establish if the collected
ID belongs to a sick person. This approach opens up new ways
for the HA to derive relations between users and does not
prevent the transfer of known infected pseudonyms to other
users. The authors of ConTra Corona propose to incorporate a
random value u into all pseudonyms that can later be presented
in a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of knowledge to
verify ownership. To discourage people for giving away their
proof, u can include a timestamp and the user’s real identity.

The Corona-Warn App created by SAP and Deutsche
Telekom for the German state aims at providing an interface
between testing infrastructure and tracing infrastructure [83].

G. Hacking, Backdoors and Malware

Common ACT systems rely on apps installed on smart-
phones. Like in any kind of IT environment, both underlying
hardware and software can be vulnerable.

1) Trust in the App: Users’ trust is an important building
block of ACT systems. It has therefore often been mentioned
that making code open source is a requirement. This allows
independent security researchers to check that no back doors
exist and that the app is not actually malware. Additionally,
independent audits would be necessary to ensure that it is the
same open source code running on the backend servers and in
the application. To ensure that no other installed applications
can spy on the ACT app, it has been argued that employing
Trusted Platform Modules (TPM) would help [77].

H. Bluetooth Vulnerabilities

Since devices advertise themselves, they signal to possible
attackers where to find a device with activated interface, who
can then exploit known vulnerabilities such as [84], [85] to
gain unauthorized access to users’ devices. Pairing of devices
needs to be avoided to mitigate the relating additional risks
such as [85], [86]. The only working mitigation against this
kind of attacks are regular patches or using passive sensors
for proximity detection such as GPS or the magnetometer.

I. Dealing with International Travel

To facilitate cooperation between different states, PePP-
PT includes a system for federation between different health
authorities. A country code is added to the encrypted ID.
TraceTogether also supports federation, in a similar manner.
Decentralized ACT systems can also support federation, if the
app allows downloads from servers of other countries also
using the decentralized approach. For systems using direct

messaging, no options for federation have been discussed. One
simple solution would be to transmit a country code with the
pseudonym that directs the receiver to the correct server where
to place the message.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we classified automatic contact tracing systems
based on where risk scoring occurs. For centralized approaches
we distinguished between approaches revealing the risk score
to the server and systems that use cryptographic primitives
such as MPC or HE to ensure the users’ privacy. For ACT
systems where risk scoring is done on the end devices we
identified the broadcast model and the direct messaging ap-
proach. For all groups we identified common attack vectors
and discussed mitigation measurements. It remains to be seen
if automated contact tracing lives up to the expectations and
how feasible the different types of systems are in real world
settings.
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